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The first adventure in this game takes place during the Isana
period when Kiku-Oh was being invaded by Sadaharu of Oda and
the rest of the Hsien's army. Rance first appears when he saves
the Princess Kou from some guy. From then on, she follows him
through all the adventures he leads. Kou is a smart woman, and
she uses her intelligence to get what she wants, as she was
shown to have a sexual relationship with Rance later in the
game. She is way too attractive to be any sort of damsel, as she
easily beat Rance during the first fight. The best moment of this
game, in my opinion, is the sex scene, which is long and
detailed, and is accompanied by it soundtrack. The sex is great
and is definitely worth the wait. Whenever Rance is engaged in
battle, there will be sex, and there will be sex during the entire
journey. After the Isana arc, Rance will go to the Oda village for
the second adventure, with better armor and weapons, and stop
the invasion of the Oda's army. During this quest, the second
unit will be added. This battle is something amazing, as there
will be enough tanks, nukes, and elements during the actual
battle. The second time you will fight in the same region of the
map, you can have two units. I recommend you to gather both
the Oda and the Hsien units at the same time. The third time you
will fight the Oda during the battle near the village, they will
have allies and buy their own units. The third time is the best, as
there will be tanks, mecha, nukes, and all of the elements in the
third battle. If you are able to kill all the Oda units, it can take a
few hours of playtime to finish, but it is the perfect time for a
break. The best part of this battle is that the Oda attack with
their own units, and the Hsien attack with their own. It becomes
a real battle, with real damage.
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This is when Rance appears with Sill on his side, and taking a job
of defeating magician maidens and saving the town. But after
some research he finds out that actual evil guy was Ragithis

himself, who put four magical rings on four maidens. That rings
are giving a great boost of magical power to its bearers, but aslo

able to steal magic power from virgin sorceresses and after
collecting magic power of 40 maidens anyone could use these

rings to obtain unlimited power. The leader of girls, Masou
Shizuka, figured out Ragithiss plan and rebelled against him but
it was too late cursed rings could not be removed and the curse

started to dive maidens crazy. Now they are sheltered in the
labirinth beneath the town abducting young girls from the town
and killing everyone who tried to go into the labirinth and stop

them. Free update for Rance is scheduled to be released on May
24th 2014, featuring new costume designs for the characters as
well as some new character art. Other than that, it won't change

the gameplay in any way. The next Letter from the Producer
LIVE will be featured as a segment of our 8th 14-hour broadcast!

The livestream will be split into two parts first, we'll reflect on
Patch 6.2 and review whats to come in Patch 6.25. Then, we'll

take a closer look at what it means to be part of FFXIV's Scenario
team. You won't want to miss it! In a special edition of the BBM's

program, 2 new Encounters can be downloaded. Its the
beginning of the adventure of Rance and Sill! After the

impressive run, battles, and epic magic destruction of Patch 6.2,
Rance and Sill will challenge the current Rance of the FFXIV

scenario! In this fighting style, Rance is a "dishonorable soldier"
who thinks of nothing but himself and his own pleasure. Using a
number of exploitable weaknesses, Rance is a formidable player
with an arsenal of attacks such as Multiple Incantations (a move
that allows Rance to cast spells with greater power each time he
casts a spell) and the "Annihilate" skill where he fires an attack

that destroys everything in its radius. 5ec8ef588b
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